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Russians indicted in meddling
2016 ELECTION » Special counsel’s move undermines
Trump’s contention that entire investigation is a ‘hoax’
By DAVID S. CLOUD
AND JOSEPH TANFANI
LOS ANGELES TIMES

WASHINGTON — Special counsel
Robert Mueller indicted 13 Russians
and three Russian companies Friday, accusing them of using stolen
identities, fake campaign events and
hundreds of social media accounts
while spending millions of rubles

to interfere in the 2016 presidential
election in a secret effort to aid the
Trump campaign.
The 37-page indictment, the first
charges by Mueller’s office accusing Moscow of illegal meddling in
the election, says that the Internet
Research Agency, a Russian firm
known for using troll accounts to
post on news sites, orchestrated the
interference campaign and that its

operatives tried to communicate
with at least three unnamed Trump
campaign officials using fake identities.
“By early to mid-2016, Defendants’
operation included supporting the
presidential campaign of then-candidate Donald Trump, and disparaging Hillary Clinton,” says the indictment.
Although the indictment alleges
that the Russians contacted unnamed people in the Trump campaign, it does not allege that any
Trump campaign officials knowing-

ly cooperated with the effort.
“There is no allegation that any
American was a willing participant”
in the Russian plan, and there is no
allegation that it altered the outcome of the election, Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein said in
a brief news conference discussing
the indictment.
Nonetheless, the indictment seriously undermines President Donald
Trump’s repeated contention that
the entire Russia investigation is a
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CATHOLIC CHARITIES » Organization hopes to transform downtown
Santa Rosa block into new homeless services center, shelter, apartments

Envisioning ‘love for all’
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Rosenstein
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Study
explores
trends
in death
Researchers find harsh
disparities along lines
of region, race, income
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Volunteer Dahlia Viramontes, left, watches children at a day care center at the Catholic Charities Family Support Center, which was formerly the
hospital operating room in the building’s previous form, in Santa Rosa.
By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

C

Brayden Morris, 7, plays Thursday while helping his parents clean the kitchen after dinner
at the center. The Morris family has been housed at the center for the past five weeks.

atholic Charities of Santa Rosa is drawing
up plans to transform nearly an entire city
block with a new homeless service center,
family shelter and nearly 140 low-cost apartments in partnership with nonprofit Burbank
Housing.
The ambitious project, just now being unveiled
to the public, would replace existing facilities and
several homes on a downtown city block bounded by Sixth and Seventh, A and Morgan streets,
northwest of the Santa Rosa Plaza mall.
The proposal, contemplated for several years
though only now beginning to take shape on paper,
has “had very positive feedback,” Catholic Charities Executive Director Len Marabella said.
“You know, it’s exciting and exhilarating as you
really see it going together,” he said.
Named Caritas Village, from the Latin word for
“charity” or “love for all people,” the site includes
TURN TO CHARITIES » PAGE A8

FBI failed to act on tips about Florida suspect
Twice in 4 months someone
had called in a warning;
Republicans blast agency
By KATIE BENNER
AND PATRICIA MAZZEI
NEW YORK TIMES

Nikolas
Cruz
Tipster: Suspect
had the “desire
to kill people”

The FBI received a tip last month
from someone close to Nikolas Cruz
that he owned a gun and had talked of
committing a school shooting, the bureau revealed Friday, but it acknowl-

edged that it had failed to investigate.
The tipster, who called an FBI hotline on Jan. 5, told the bureau that
Cruz had a “desire to kill people, erratic behavior and disturbing social
media posts,” the FBI said.
The information should have been
assessed and forwarded to the Miami
FBI field office, the bureau said. But
that never happened. On Wednesday, Cruz, 19, killed 17 students and
teachers at his former high school in
Parkland, Florida, law enforcement
officials said.

The
tip
about
Cruz appeared to be
Life through
the second in four
the eyes of kids
months, after anothin the mass
er person told the
shooting
bureau about online
generation / B1
comments from Cruz
that he wanted to become “a professional school shooter.”
The news comes as the FBI is under considerable pressure over its
investigation into President Donald
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First the good news: The average life expectancy for Sonoma
County residents is 82 years —
better than the national average of 79 — and county death
and premature death rates are
declining.
But not all is equal across the
county’s nearly 1,800 square
miles.
According to a first-of-its kind
epidemiological study, there are
troubling regional, racial and
gender disparities among those
who die too soon.
On average, the county’s
wealthiest residents live almost
six years longer than its poorest; residents in Healdsburg live
almost seven years longer than
those in the Russian River area;
and Rohnert Park, Santa Rosa,
Cloverdale-Geyserville and the
Russian River area have higher
rates of premature death than
the county overall.
“Even though the county is
doing better than the nation
and is similar to the state in
terms of life expectancy, people
are dying earlier than others
in some parts of the county,”
said Sarah Katz, who headed
the county’s epidemiology team
that conducted the research.
The study, Summary Measures of Health, analyzed information collected from death
certificates from 2013 to 2015. It
helps identify emerging public
health trends in different parts
of the county and among different groups.
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RELIEF FUND WRAPS UP:

Effort raised $32 million
for victims of October’s
wildfires, helping more
than 6,500 survivors / A3
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